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The �rst rapidly-pulsating sdB stars were found aidentally in the mid-1990s (Kilkennyet al., 1997 and following papers). At the same time { and independently { the Montrealgroup was showing that these stars should pulsate (see the review by Charpinet et al., 2001).Over 40 suh stars are now known; they are p-mode pulsators with periods � 2� 5 min-utes, though periods as long as 9 minutes are known. They an exhibit anywherefrom one to over 40 pulsation modes and our amongst the hotter sdB stars with28000 < Te� < 35000 and 5.2 < log g < 6.1.The slowly-pulsating sdB stars were also disovered serendipitously during a searh forsdB binaries by looking for elipses, ellipsoidal and reetion e�ets (Green et al., 2003).Over 30 slow pulsators are now known, though it is possible that a large fration ofthe ooler sdB stars might pulsate. They are g-mode pulsators and typially haveperiods � 1� 2 hours. Like the rapid pulsators, they are multi-periodi but our amongstsdB stars with Te� < 27000 and log g � 5.4, and there appears to be a good separationbetween the rapidly- and slowly-pulsating sdBs in a Te�=log g diagram (see Fig. 3 inShuh et al., 2006, for example).An exiting disovery was that some sdB stars exhibit both p- and g-mode pulsations(Shuh et al., 2005; Oreiro et al., 2005). The oddly-named Balloon 090100001 exhibitsmany modes; Baran et al. (2009) reently listed 73 p-modes in the range 2800�5500�Hz,24 g-modes in the range 100 � 400�Hz, and 17 ombination frequenies. A handful ofthese stars are now known and all lie on the temperature boundary between rapidly- andslowly- pulsating stars.The �rst (and only known) variable helium-rih sdB star, LSIV{14Æ116, was found byAhmad & Je�ery (2005). From the disovery observations, these authors �nd two periods{ 1950s and 2900s (amplitudes � 0.004 mag) { and suggest that these are g-modes. This
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is in aord with the long periods, but the star has Te� = 32500 K whih puts it in therapidly-pulsating zone (for normal sdB stars). However, reent sdB models indiate thatg-modes should be stable at this temperature (Fontaine et al., 2003).Most reently, the disovery was announed of the �rst (and only known) pulsatingsdO star, SDSS J160043.6+074802.9 (Woudt et al., 2006). Variability was disovered(again serendipitously) during a searh for new AM CVn stars amongst Sloan Digital SkySurvey stars of appropriate olour. This star shows a strong 2 minute osillation (of largeamplitude � 0.04 mag) with a lear �rst harmoni near 1 minute. Woudt et al. (2006)�nd at least another 8 frequenies between the main osillation and its harmoni andshow that, spetrosopially, the star is a lassial sdO star.The relatively rapid disovery of a new genus { the pulsating hot subdwarfs { om-prising several speies, sdB (slow, fast and \hybrid"), He-sdB and sdO { has resultedin a onfusion over nomenlature. The rapidly-pulsating sdB stars have been widely re-ferred to as \EC14026 stars" after the prototype, and \sdBV stars"; the ompilers ofthe General Catalogue of Variable Stars tentatively labeled them \RPHS" (very rapidlypulsating hot (subdwarf B) stars) but that name was never used { and the GCVS hadalready asked for suggestions for a better designation (Kazarovets, Samus & Durlevih,2000). The slowly-pulsating stars have been alled \PG1716 stars" after the prototype,or \Betsy stars" after the disoverer, Dr. Elizabeth M. Green, and also \lpsdBV" stars {where the \long-period" (lp) serves to separate these objets from the (rapidly-pulsating)sdBV stars. The sdB stars whih show both rapid and slow pulsations { all fairly reentdisoveries {have been widely referred to as \hybrid" pulsators. There is no learly stan-dardised nomenlature and this lak was raised for disussion at the Vienna pulsationmeeting (Kilkenny, 2007) and the third and fourth meetings on pulsating hot subdwarfs(Fontaine et al., 2008; Kilkenny, 2009).Table 1 summarises the problem and suggests a solution. It is ommon usage invariable star researh to use \prototype" names { Cepheids, Miras, Æ Suti stars, and soon. In some ases, these are also the prototype variable star name { RR Lyrae stars, forexample. Using prototype names for the hot subdwarf variables would, in some ases, beterribly unwieldy (e.g. \SDSS J160043.6+074802.6 stars") and prototype variable starnames are less easy to remember in the ases of these late arrivals on the variable starstage (e.g \V1093 Her stars"). The informal names (\EC14026" and \Betsy" stars) havebeen a pleasant way of linking the stars to their disoverers but perhaps should now bereplaed by a more systemati nomenlature.By analogy with the white dwarf stars (DAV, DBV, et.), we suggest that the simplestexpedient is to add \V" to the spetral designation to indiate a photometri variability.One problem is that we have e�etively three di�erent types of pulsators within thesdB lass. It is here suggested that we add the subsripts \r",\s" or \rs" { for rapid,slow and hybrid pulsators. The subsripts need not be added to the He-sdBV or sdOVdesignations unless new disoveries make this useful. (We suggest subsripts, rather thanstraightforward letters beause these qualify the \V" designation, rather than the spetraltype).The use of \r" and \s" is, perhaps, not optimum; \fast" is a more diret antonym of\slow" than \rapid" { and \s" ould be misinterpreted as short (period) rather than slow(pulsation). But the usage suggested in Table 1 already exists in variable star nomen-lature in the form of the rapidly-osillating Ap stars (roAp) and the slowly-pulsating B
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stars (spB) and is therefore more appropriate.Table 1. Photometrially variable Subdwarf Types.Pulsator Prototype Variable Informal ProposedType Name Star Name Usage NomenlaturesdB (rapid) EC 14026-2647 = V361 Hya EC14026 sdBVr(p-mode) sdBVsdB (slow) PG 1716+426 = V1093 Her PG1716 sdBVs(g-mode) \Betsy"lpsdBVsdB (both) HS 0702+6043 = DW Lyn \Hybrid" sdBVrs(p and g)He-sdB LSIV {14Æ116 He-sdBV(g-mode ?)sdO SDSS J160043.6+074802.9 sdOV(p-mode)
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